
 

                                         WE REVOLT TO STATE-MALE VIOLENCE 

On 25 November, in the shadow of the days when a strong right-wing spur and fascist thinking 
style gained momentum in the whole of Europe, especially in economy and politics, once again 
We are expressing our revolts: We are not going to lose one more person against violence against 
women!  

While the new security and police laws enacted under the name of combating “terrorism” in many 
European countries, particularly Germany and France, increase economic and political pressures, 
fundamental rights and freedoms are trampled, attacks against refugees and racism are 
increasing. 

The militarist cultural formation created by imperialist war policies reflects in every area of our lives 
and is the most life-threatening for women and LGBTI+ individuals. The sexist blockade on our 
lives is being widened by the additional state violence. 

November 25 is the day of symbolizing the struggle against violence against women, primarily 
state violence, for all the oppressed women of the world. No matter where in the world, for 
centuries the state rulers of the male-dominated system are much more intolerant towards women 
who do not admit as they wish. To create a silent, repressed, subjugated society, it is important for 
women to be silenced, and to be submissive.  

Women who flap their wings towards Freedom 

For this reason, the three revolutionary Mirabal sisters, were first raped in the Dominican Republic 
on November 25, 1960 by the Trijillo dictatorship and then brutally beaten to death. Just like 100 
years ago, on January 15, 1919, Rosa Luxemburg was brutally murdered by German imperialism 
in Berlin. After Rosa and Mirabal sisters, thousands of women have been massacred in all parts of 
the world in oppression against the oppressed people and for the violence against women. 
Hundreds of women in Iran are executed claiming they oppose the reactionary Islamic regime. 

Male violence is ideological, and it derives its source from patriarchal and its power from 
the male-dominated system. 

The social cultural formation created by the militarist / male-dominated ideology returns to women 
as men's violence once again in the home, in the street, in the school, in the workplace, in all 
areas of social life, with all the derivatives of violence. In 2016, 149 women in Germany were 
massacred by either their spouse or former partner.  In our production areas, our work security is 
eliminated and 8-hour working days are increased to 12 - 16 hours, while flexible, unregulated and 
precarious work is spreading on women's labor. There are almost no women's organizations in 
trade union organizations. The right to asylum in human rights conventions, as we have seen in 
Gülizar Taşdemir, can no longer be guaranteed in the case of individuals with a political identity in 
Europe. 

The policy, “at least three children”, which is the project of Hitler fascism, is once again haunting 
European countries as in the case of Italy. Women are wanted to create a woman identity that has 
been closed between the four walls of the house and surrendered to imperialism, fascism and 
male domination. 

We will not give up: Our Lives, Our Struggle 

With the power we get from Rosa Luxemburg, the Mirabal sisters and many others, we won't let 
militarist / male-state violence darken our lives! No matter where we are, we are more determined 
than ever in our struggle against violence against women!  

WE EXIST AND WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST! 
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